WELCOME!

BIBLE STUDY

Dear Friends,

Bible Study for CYM 2010 is entitled "Berith:
Covenant and Crisis in the Jewish Bible." Jay Cowsill
of Saskatoon Monthly Meeting will lead us as we
explore the concept of covenant as it evolved over
the 1,000 year history of the Jewish Bible.

I invite you to come to CYM 2010 in Winnipeg for a
week of worshipping God, attending to Friends’
business and getting to know each other
better. “Living our Faith and Practice in the 21st
Century” will be our theme for the week. YM
brings Quakers – experienced and inexperienced young and old - from across Canada - together.

More particularly, we will consider the extent to
which the entire biblical compendium was shaped
as a reflection upon the crisis arising when Yahweh
seemingly abandoned his covenant with Judah in
the early 6th century BCE at the approach of the
armies of Babylon.

Our business is discerning the way forward on a
number of issues, including: the draft Faith and
Practice; the draft Addressing Violations and
Misunderstandings of a Sexual Nature in Friends
Meetings; and pressing environmental and social
justice issues. There will be a ‘threshing session’ on
whether we should hold YM every second year
rather than every year.

Finally, we will ponder the enduring effects of the
theological concept of covenant in the modern
world.

Items of Interest:

Rick McCutcheon former Clerk of Canadian Yearly
Meeting will be the Sunderland P. Gardner lecturer
and his title is “Working with Darkness, Waiting for
Light: Friendly Thoughts on Quakers and
Violence”. Bible Study will be led by Jay Cowsill on
the topic “Berith: Covenant and Crisis in the Jewish
Bible”.
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A pre-gathering Retreat will be held from Friday
evening until Saturday evening.
I hope that you will come to Yearly Meeting!
See you there.
Anne Mitchell, Clerk
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SUNDERLAND P. GARDNER
LECTURE

PRE-YM RETREAT:
FRUITS OF SILENCE
We again offer the experience of a pre-YM Retreat.
The Retreat this year will focus on our tradition of
Meeting for Worship with Attention to Business.
We will spend time in silence, in quiet reflection
together on the centering silence that is the
foundation for our discernment process, and in
gentle consideration of ways that all present in
Meeting contribute. Friends will meet at 7:00 Friday
evening. We will take our meals together and will
continue to Saturday at 5:30. We are grateful and
delighted that Deborah Fisch, Clerk of Iowa Yearly
Meeting (Conservative) has agreed to serve as
leader for this Retreat. We look forward to a time
that will nourish our spiritual hunger, open us to our
Inner Guide, and move us into our week-long
experience of worship, business, fellowship and fun.

Working with Darkness, Waiting for Light:
Friendly Thoughts about Quakers and Violence
By: Rick McCutcheon
Friends have written
extensively about
nonviolence
and
social justice, and
are well known for
their
many
interventions in situations of violent conflict, from
interpersonal to large-scale forms. Rick’s reflection
will draw on the well-known George Fox passage, “I
saw also that there was an ocean of darkness and
death, but an infinite ocean of light and love, which
flowed over the ocean of darkness.” While
Friends— for good reason—have often focused on
“the ocean of light and love,” in this lecture he will
look at the ocean of darkness and ask difficult
questions about it. Through his personal
experiences of violence and his study of it as an
anthropologist, Rick will develop a Quaker
understanding of violence. He will ask, how does a
better understanding of violence help us to
emotionally, physically, and spiritually respond to it
in more grounded, creative, and effective ways?

There is no limit on numbers, but it is necessary to
register in advance for meals and lodging. Rooms
on Friday, August 13 will be available. There is a
charge of $40/adult for the Retreat.

W O R SH I P G R O U PS
Following Bible Study,
Friends have a choice of the
following activities:

The SPG Lecture will commence at 7:00 pm,
Wednesday, August 18 in the Campus Lecture Hall.

 Worship Study Groups:
Study groups provide an opportunity for further
reflection on the subject of the morning's Bible
Study, with a leader to facilitate worshipful sharing.
Groups may either consider suggested questions or
Friends can take the topic in whatever direction
they are led.

We practise true listening
when we are willing to be
changed by what we hear.
(Gleanings, 2000)

 Worship Fellowship Groups: These groups have
no assigned topic and meet for reflective sharing as
participants are led. The facilitator will introduce
worship sharing for the benefit of those new to it,
and will help guide the group in what may be a
deeply worshipful experience.
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 Silent Worship: A place is set aside for those
selecting this option.

If you are thinking of offering more than one
SIG, or you have offered a SIG on this issue
before, consider whether someone else might
take the leadership. If a group is offering
multiple SIGs, is there a way that related
concerns might be merged into one SIG?

 Walking Meditation and Worship: Listening for
the Spirit in silence doesn't have to be a sedentary
activity. During the one-hour period set aside for
Worship Study or Worship Fellowship, Friends who
choose this option will walk together in silence for
20 minutes, sit in worship for 20 minutes, then walk
back to the site.

Preference will be given to SIGs
which are accompanied by a
minuted recommendation
from
a
Monthly
Meeting, a Half Yearly
Meeting,
or
a
committee of CYM. All
SIG requests need to be submitted by May 30, so
that Programme Committee, in consultation with
CYM clerks as appropriate, will be able to discern
which SIGs will be accepted by June 30. We will be
offering a reduced number of SIGs this year.

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
Special Interest Groups (SIGs) offer a way for
Friends to share concerns in small groups. Typically,
the topics span the breadth of current individual
and corporate Quaker interests and may be the first
opportunity for new topics to be explored at Yearly
Meeting. However, many Friends have told us that
there is too much going on at CYM – too many
activities, too many SIGs and not enough
opportunities for seeking that which is eternal in
each other.

Concerns arising from SIGs will generally not be
accepted as new business items for that year’s
Yearly Meeting, particularly if they did not originate
from a minute from a Monthly Meeting, a HalfYearly Meeting or a Yearly Meeting Committee.

Therefore, we will try to simplify SIGs this year. If
you are interested in presenting a SIG, please
consider the following queries:

Friends interested in presenting or facilitating a SIG
this year should contact: Leigh Turina, 57 Gledhill
Avenue, Toronto, ON M4C 5K7, 416-423-9064,
lturina@sympatico.ca.

What is the purpose of the special interest
group: education, discernment, sharing, and/or
community-building? If you are planning to
thresh a concern to possibly test as a minute for
Business Meeting, has it already had sufficient
discernment and seasoning elsewhere? What
can you realistically achieve in your 90 minutes
together with other Quakers?

Friends are asked to provide a brief, 200 word write
up to Leigh about their SIG. Please include at the
beginning of your write up:
- title of your group;
- names of facilitators;
- address and phone number of a contact
person;
- special needs such as audio/visual
equipment or unusual space requirements;
- preferred time for session. A SIG for
discernment may need more than one
session to test a concern. If this is the case,
you need to identify how many times you
might need to meet;
- a short draft description of less than 30
words to be included in the program booklet
(you may include more information about

Is this topic coming from the still small voice
inside you or from your own will? If you are
unsure, please request a clearness committee in
your Meeting to test this leading.
Have you offered a SIG on this topic before?
Does it need to be offered again? Is there
another way of sharing your concern with
Friends.
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-

the SIG for Program Committee discernment
ahead of time);
the relevant minute recommending this SIG,
if there is one.

we worship together. The Celebration will take
place Sunday, August 15, at 2:30 pm.

SUNDAY EVENING, AUGUST 15
The Experience of the Spirit in our Lives. Hosted by
Continuing Meeting of Ministry and Counsel, this
worship-sharing time, from 7:30 – 9:00 pm, is an
inspiring and energizing way to begin our week
together. In a settled silence of worship, Friends
share experiences that they feel demonstrate the
workings of the Spirit in their own lives. Each
contribution is couched in silence before and
afterward. All who attend CYM are welcome.

If one or more of the facilitators are involved in
more than one SIG, please indicate this so that
scheduling conflicts can be avoided.

In the silence we can share
things too great to share in
words. (Gleanings, 1977)

MONDAY - FRIDAY, AUGUST 16-20
Meeting for Healing is held from 1:15 to 1:45
Monday to Friday. Those Friends who feel a need
for healing for themselves or know of others who
may be troubled or ill and whom they would like to
hold in the Light, are welcome to join us for this
time of mid-day quiet community.

SPECIAL WEEKDAY EVENTS
(See Daily Schedule)
SATURDAY EVENING, AUGUST 14
Intergenerational - from 7:30 till 9:30 there will be
snacks and drinks available. At 8:00 pm we will
begin with some singing, including songs led by
Young Friends and Young Adult Friends. Jesse
Thompson, Youth Program Coordinator, will include
children in the program. Jaya Karsemeyer will, as
last year, lead Friends in a participatory Double
Circle Exercise based on the Quaker Quest activity.
Friends are invited to share with Jaya
(jayajohanna@gmail.com) questions related to the
theme "Faith & Practice in the 21st Century" that
could be used in this energizing and thoughtprovoking Q&A exercise. The evening activities
endeavour to be intergenerational and inclusive of
all in attendance. Music activities may include
instruments made during crafting time.

MONDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 16
We welcome any who are interested in The Work of
Ministry and Counsel to participate in this
session. We will join in worship sharing on queries
that are relevant to current themes emerging in
Monthly M&Cs and in our Yearly Meeting Ministry
and Counsel work. This is an evolution of “Open
Meeting of Ministry and Counsel” and has been
made possible as a result of changes recommended
by the Consultation and Renewal process. This
session will also include a first reading of the State
of Society Report.

TUESDAY EVENING, AUGUST 17
Programme Committee will host a Threshing
Session on the query, "Should we hold CYM every
two years?" In preparation, we ask that you read
and discuss The Canadian Friend article, "The Future
of CYM in Session", December 2009 issue.

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 15
Celebration of the Grace of God in the
Life of Friends (also known as Memorial
Meeting) is a time for reflecting on the
Grace of God in the lives of Friends who have died
in the past year. We gather in silence, the names of
those Friends are read, and we remember them as
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON FREE TIME!
Enjoy a free afternoon! From
close of Meeting for Business at
3:00 pm until our supper on
campus at 5:00, Friends are
encouraged
to
find
creative ways of enjoying the
afternoon! Walk in the surrounding
woodlands, set up a soccer game, chat, or nap –
even enjoy a trip into downtown Winnipeg. If you
leave the campus, be sure to return in time for the
Sunderland P. Gardner Lecture at 7:00 pm.

The Youth Program is divided into four groups: birth
to 2 years; 3 to 7 years; 8 to 12 years; and 13 years
and older. In recent years, we have been blessed
with a large number of Young Friends in the 12-17
range. Please help us to plan by registering early!
We welcome ideas from Young Friends as to how
we might explore, experience and reflect upon the
theme of “Living our Faith and Practice in the 21st
Century." Young Friends are encouraged to write,
or draw, their ideas and send them to Jesse
Thompson (address above).
Children's programming begins five minutes prior
to and ends five minutes after the allotted time
schedule for adult programming: Monday through
Friday from 8:25 am to 12:35 pm and from 1:55 to
4:05 pm. Parents and guardians are asked to drop
off children (under 8) to the leaders and are pick
them up promptly after each session. Older children
may come to the program rooms by themselves,
and find their parent after program.

YOUTH PROGRAM
Are you called to volunteer?

At times during CYM babysitters are available so
that guardians can participate in evening activities.
We ask guardians to give as much notice as
possible.
On the first Sunday morning of CYM there will be
Youth Program orientation for group leaders from
8:30 to 10:30 am. Following Worship will be a brief
'rules and boundaries' session for all CYM
attendees, including all families and Youth Program
volunteers.

Our youth are an integral part of Canadian Yearly
Meeting. The program relies upon volunteers
working with each of the four age groups (see
below). Those who can serve the youth program
should contact Jesse Thompson, Youth Program
Coordinator. This could include: leading a youth
group, presenting a special interest workshop,
providing supervision or just lending a helping hand
in any way.

The Youth Program usually includes: inner and
outer adventures, games, crafts, special interest
workshops, trips off-site, explorations of the CYM
theme, community-building activities and exploring
sacred inner space in the Quaker tradition. Young
Friends hold their own Meetings for Worship for
Business, and among other activities, write Epistles
that are read at the final Saturday Meeting for
Business.

Volunteers please contact: Jesse Thompson, Youth
Program Coordinator for CYM 2010, 2345 Toronto
Street, Regina, SK S4P 1N7 Home: (306) 525-0762.
Please include “Youth Program Coordinator” in the
subject
line
of
emails
to
Jesse
c/o
petercstevenson@telus.net.
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THE REGISTRATION FORM

For Youth Program to go smoothly…
Please complete and submit the release form (last
page of registration) for each youth under the age
of 18. We require both the signature of the
Parent/Guardian and of the person taking
responsibility for the child on site.

CLEARLY fill in your name, address,
phone and email information. Also,
indicate the Monthly Meeting where
you hold membership.
Choose one of the four
worship options following Bible
Study if you would like to participate.

Guardians must inform the Youth Program leaders if
a child will be missing part of the program, and
must take responsibility for the child during that
time. Unexplained absences from the program are
taken very seriously. Youth Program leaders are
responsible for children only during program time.

Only one copy of Reports (Documents in Advance)
is sent to each household registering. Additional
copies may be available at registration if supply
permits. If you need an extra copy of Reports ahead
of time, please note this on your registration form.

All adults attending Yearly Meeting are
encouraged to take the time to learn to know and
interact with our Youth! Please contact the Youth
Program Coordinator, Jesse Thompson, to make
formal arrangements, or speak with her on site.

Indicate your meal choices for the Dining Room
and/or Food Coop.
Your total cost will be made up of the following:
retreat fee (if applicable), programme and facility
fees, lodging and meals.

We ask parents and Friends to be attentive to
children’s needs in Meeting for Worship so that all
may participate fully. Too much noise may present
difficulties for those with hearing impairment;
wriggly kids can make it hard to navigate with
walkers or other mobility devices. Coming with
heart and mind prepared includes attention to how
we can share space in harmony.

We want EVERYONE to feel welcome and
encouraged to attend – PLEASE RESPECT THE
DEADLINE. EARLY REGISTRATION IS JUNE 30, 2010.
We must be firm on the late registration deadline
(July 30) due to our contractual agreement with our
host facility. We may not be able to accept
registrations which arrive after the final deadline.
There may be limited ability to tent and purchase
meals on-site if you register after July 30th, however
this is not guaranteed! If we cannot accommodate
you please be prepared to provide your own meals
and lodging off-site. Local campgrounds and
lodging info can be obtained from the YM office
upon request. Facility and programme fees would
still apply for day visitors.

A note about rest: SELF CARE is important for
everyone at CYM. Let us be attentive to the needs
of our children, ourselves, and each other. We are
both excited and drained by long meetings, visiting
with Friends from across Canada, new ideas,
spiritual connections. Let us be aware of our own
need for rest and for the community's need for
quiet time.

The question is not so much
sustainability but what it is
that we need to sustain.
(Gleanings, 1989)

Mail your completed form with your cheque
(payable to ‘Canadian Yearly Meeting’) or credit
card number to: CYM, 91A Fourth Ave, Ottawa, ON
K1S 2L1. You can also fax your registration form
with credit card number up to, and including, July
30th to 613-235-1753.
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TRAVEL DIRECTIONS

VOLUNTEER MINISTRY

Inner-city bus route from airport:
Take #15 down town to Donald
Street (approx. 30 min); transfer
to #66 Grant Unicity/Dieppe, or
the #65 during rush hour, to the
corner of Grant Ave and Shaftesbury (approx 25
min). A taxi from the airport will cost about $22
and take about 20 minutes. Tell your cab driver
that it’s the South Campus of CMU – 600
Shaftesbury Blvd.

“Equality” and “Community” are two of our
Testimonies that we do our best to incorporate in
our daily lives. As we recognize Friends with varying
physical, psychological, and spiritual abilities we
also note the need to respond appropriately in
order to build the sacred community we want to
be. Ghandi says, “We must be the change we wish
to see in the world.”
We are asking Friends to volunteer to be a personal
companion to someone with special needs for a
period of two hours during the week of CYM. If you
feel called to strengthen our community and build a
bond with one person who needs your help during
the week, please sign up for this service on your
registration form. If you wish to contribute more
than two hours during the week, please let us
know! If you can, give us an idea of the skills you
have to share. We are trying to match Friends who
have the needed skills and compatibility with others
whose gifts need this support to bloom, so that we
can succeed in becoming a vital community.

Inner-city bus route from train terminal: Take #1 or
2 Spirit Flyer (these are free buses) downtown to
Donald (approx 5 min); transfer to #66 Grant
Unicity/Dieppe, or #65 during rush hour, to the
corner of Grant Ave and Shaftesbury (approx 25
min).
Inner-city bus route from bus terminal: The bus
terminal is now located at the airport. Follow innercity bus route from airport above.
Inner-city bus cash fares are $2.35 adults; with
appropriate ID $1.85 for seniors (65+) or
children. Transfers are free. Ask for a transfer when
you pay your fare. Drivers and riders are usually
friendly and glad to help with directions and
information. For route maps or more transit
information visit the Winnipeg Transit website at
www.winnipegtransit.com .

Listening is an act of love.
(Gleanings, 1972)

PROGRAMME AND FACILITY FEES

There will NOT be regular vans leaving from the
airport to bring Friends to the site. If you have
special needs that make taking the bus difficult
please contact Local Arrangements Committee, 159
Austin St. N., Winnipeg, MB R2W 3M5; (204) 2219433; ebishop@autobahn.mb.ca. We will do our
best to provide transport that meets your needs.

A Programme fee is charged to
help cover expenses such as
refreshments,
the
Youth
Program,
this
registration
insert, A/V and IT usage on site,
photocopies,
Reports
and
Minutes, etc. The fee is charged to adults 18 years
of age and older. A facility fee helps us offset
charges for meeting rooms, recreation areas and
other common spaces. Charging a ‘per adult, per
day’ facility fee helps cover these general costs and
spread them equitably among camping and
'rooming' Friends. Weekly and daily fees are shown
on the registration form.

If you are arriving by car and would like a copy of a
Winnipeg city map, please note this on your
registration form. CMU is located in the south west
area of the city. The administration building (where
registration will be) is located on the South Campus
of CMU at 600 Shaftesbury Blvd (at the corner of
Grant Avenue and Shaftesbury).
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NEED FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE?

LODGING

In order to encourage all to attend
Yearly Meeting sessions, a modest
financial grant can be provided to
assist with expenses. Grants are
available for any cost such as
transportation, food or lodging. A form is included
in this insert. Friends with adequate financial
resources are encouraged to pay their own way.
Friends with funds to spare are encouraged to
donate to the YM Travel Fund.

DORMITORY Friends have
the option of requesting single
or double rooms.
Single
rooms are $38 per person per
night; double rooms are $30 per
person per
night. Children ages 3 and under are free; Young
Friends ages 4 -11 are half-price and Friends 12 and
over pay adult rate. There is no cost for kids who
sleep on the floor in their parent’s room in a
sleeping bag (which you must provide). The school
will provide 1 pillow, sheets, blanket and towels for
each bed reserved. Please remember to bring your
own toiletries

All Friends seeking a grant must:
1) First approach their Monthly Meeting for
financial support. If the Monthly Meeting cannot
provide enough supplementary funds, then;

TENTING There are areas
on the site reserved for
tenters. Please check-in at
the registration desk before
setting up camp to make sure
you are in the right location. The cost for camping
is $14 per tent, per night.

2) Friends may request a grant up to $400 for an
individual and up to $600 for a family from the YM
Travel Fund. The request must be accompanied by
a minute of support from your Monthly Meeting.
We will try to meet the needs of all Friends who
apply, but we are especially mindful of the needs of
members of CYM committees, delegates, YFs and
first-time attenders.

MEALS
DINING ROOM The Campus serves meals
cafeteria-style. Please book your meals in advance,
and plan ahead for any meals you may miss. There
may be limited opportunity to add or cancel meals
on-site for exceptional circumstances. Ages 3 and
under eat free; Young Friends ages 4-11 are halfprice and ages 12 and older pay adult rate.

Applications for grants must be received in the YM
office no later than June 30, 2010. The Treasurer of
CYM or the Clerk of Representative Meeting, in
consultation with the Bookkeeper, will make
decisions as applications are received.
Late
applications will be considered up to July 30, 2010,
if there is money left.

Meal tickets will be printed on the reverse of your
name tag and issued with your registration material
on-site. See registration form for pricing.

There is a need to become
the kind of people we claim
to be. (Gleanings, 1965)

Under no circumstances can Friends prepare their
own meals on site. There will not be access to
microwaves, toasters or kettles.
Those with food allergies or special diets are asked
to register early to ensure that their needs are met.
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Refreshments will be served for all registrants in the
afternoon and evening. Please bring your own mug
& napkin.

Coordinator on arrival. The Coop will try to handle
many food sensitivities; however persons with very
restrictive diets should plan to bring the basics of
their own food needs.

FOOD COOP Yearly Meeting
Food Coop offers a culinary
and social alternative to
Friends who are willing to
share cooking, cleaning and
shopping tasks. Preparing and
eating food together allows us to work on both the
practical and spiritual level. Practical because it
allows more families to take part in the Yearly
Meeting and spiritual because it invites us to live
simply, serve one another, and support local farm
communities.

Menus will be simple but healthy and hearty. Food
comes from local growers wherever possible. When
shopping we are attentive to responsibly grown
food like fair trade coffee, tea, cocoa and juices.
Organic choices are another priority for us.
The Food Coop succeeds because of volunteer
labour. If you cannot do a full volunteer schedule
due to personal reasons or CYM responsibilities
please let the Coordinator know. It may be possible
to make special arrangements for you. We do,
however, encourage Friends to carry their share of
the workload.

The local Food Coop Committee will have made
arrangements for food sources, menus, storage and
site-equipment. The Coordinator will orchestrate
smooth operation of the Coop throughout the
week. As participants you will be sharing in the dayto-day tasks of the Coop. (We ask you to consider
serving on the Continuing Committee of the Food
Coop which serves the Coop throughout the year.)

We suggest that Friends who cannot participate in
any of the workload of the Food Coop register for
meals in the Dining Room.
As usual bring your own plate and/or bowl with
cutlery, mug, cloth napkin and dish towel. And
bring your cooperative spirit!

The individual fee for participants age 12 and over
is $65 for Saturday supper to next Saturday’s
breakfast inclusive. Children ages 6-11 pay $30.
Ages 5 and under are free. The community of the
Coop does offer subsidies; if you need a
consideration please send a note with your
registration, addressed to the Food Coop
Committee.


LISTENERS

For occasional users and guests, each meal is
charged at $6 direct to the Food Coop Coordinator.
About two thirds of the revenue generated by the
Coop goes to food purchases. The other one third
pays for site, refrigerators rentals, other equipment
purchases and rentals, coordination, propane,
cleaning supplies, etc.

"Listeners" will be appointed by Ministry and
Counsel, and their names announced and posted.
They are available to anyone in need of a receptive
ear, not, as has sometimes been assumed, only to
those who feel they have been subject to sexual
harassment.

The Food Coop is friendly to those needing special
food considerations because of allergies. Please list
your requirements with your registration and also
identify yourself and your special needs to the
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SITE INFO, RULES AND ITEMS TO
NOTE:

Craft Sale: There will be time set aside during the
week to display and sell crafts.
Quaker Book Service: QBS will have a full display of
books for sale throughout the week of Yearly
Meeting.

Continuing Meeting of Ministry
and Counsel reminds Friends that
we are guests at Canadian Mennonite University.
Everyone who attends, regardless of age, is by their
participation at CYM, agreeing to respect the site
rules of our host while they are on-site during our
time together. Thank you in advance for your care.

Displays: If you plan on having a display and cannot
bring it with you please ensure your material is sent
directly to the site with “Please Hold for Canadian
Yearly Meeting” clearly marked.
You are
responsible for transporting your display material
to and from the site and for its set-up and takedown.
The school’s address is: Canadian
Mennonite University, 600 Shaftesbury Blvd,
Winnipeg, MB R3P 3N2.

The Campus is situated on mostly level ground.
There are some meeting rooms and residences that
require stairs however. Other things to note are:
Alcohol or drugs are NOT permitted anywhere on
the site.



The school will provide 1 pillow, pillowcase,
sheets, blanket and 2 towels, face cloth and soap
for inside lodgers (with the exception of Friends/YFs
sleeping on the floor in their own sleeping bags).

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Smoking is allowed outside at least 9 metres from
an entrance - no littering, please.

Desiring that the Society of Friends be
both a loving community and an
instrument of peace and healing in a
violent and broken world, we expect that Canadian
Yearly Meeting will be a place where everyone feels
safe from sexual and gender harassment and abuse.

Pets are NOT allowed on-site.
Laundry facilities are available ~ bring your own
soap.
Check-out time is 2:00 pm on Saturday, August
21st. Friends are asked to have all their belongings
packed and leave all linens (stripped from the bed)
and towels behind in the room.

Behaviour that reduces safety includes more than
criminal acts such as assault and rape. Friends must
take care not to make jokes that are demeaning or
sexually suggestive, and need also to be aware that
while many enjoy being touched or hugged, others
do not. All kinds of touching should be avoided
where they are not welcome, in particular where
the other person may feel inferior or overpowered.

Emergency phone number or to contact a
registrant on-site, call the CMU Campus Host at
204-228-3962.
Bring your sunscreen, bug repellent and good
walking shoes!

Anyone who feels they have been subjected to
either sexual or gender harassment or abuse is
urged to discuss the matter with one of the
"listeners" appointed by Ministry and Counsel.

Address info for the site is: Canadian Mennonite
University, 600 Shaftesbury Blvd, Winnipeg, MB
R3P 2N2 / Tel & Fax: 204-487-3858.
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GREENING CYM

A MESSAGE FROM CONTINUING
MEETING OF MINISTRY AND
COUNSEL

Friends, it is more evident than ever in
this world that we need to do all we can
to preserve it. There are simple ways
each of us can act every day to avoid
both depleting the resources of the world and filling
the earth with pollution and trash. YM is a perfect
opportunity for us to show how these small actions
can add up to make a big difference. It is up to us
to
rise
to
the
challenge
and
take
responsibility. Please consider what disposable
items you might use at YM, and what reusable ones
you can bring to use instead. Please also consider
how much paper is involved in your own activity
with YM, and how much of it can be reduced by
sharing or by reading electronically. Also, the
gathering is a chance to bring your environmental
knowledge and enthusiasm to share with the
community. Our relationship with the earth is one
we have to nurture!

This year’s theme for our gathering is “Living Our
Faith and Practice in the 21st Century”. We
celebrate the creation of our Canadian Yearly
Meeting Faith and Practice, the decade of work that
has brought it to publication, and the centuries of
spirit-led writing it holds for us. We consider what
it means to be a people that profess to live our daily
lives as an intentional expression of our faith. Our
Sunderland P. Gardner lecture will be given by Rick
McCutcheon of Winnipeg Allowed Meeting; Bible
Study will be led by Jay Cowsill of Saskatoon
Monthly Meeting. These activities, Meetings for
Worship for Business and all other components of
our gathering will provide opportunities to be
mindful of what is vital in our lives.
We meet to do the business of CYM, seeking God's
purpose for us as individuals and as a body. We
gather in community to worship, study, work, play,
share, and seek divine guidance together. CMM&C
will again provide a program of activities for the
spirit: a pre-YM Retreat, worship of various kinds,
Experience of the Spirit in My Life, Memorial
Meeting for Worship, Listeners for the troubled or
reflective, Meetings for Healing, skill building
workshops, and opportunities to share concerns
from Ministry and Counsels of Monthly Meetings.

YOUNG FRIENDS!
Canadian Young Friends
Yearly Meeting (CYFYM)
meets every year at CYM
to conduct our Meeting
for
Worship
for
Business. This is where
we
meet
to
form
committees, deal with financial issues, review items
brought to us by the Yearly Meeting at large, and
other items brought to us by Young Friends (YFs)
and Young Adult Friends (YAFs). CYFYM has two CoClerks, a Recording Clerk, and a Nominating
Committee. When we're not in Meeting for Worship
for Business, YFs are participating in their own
program, packed with activities, adventures, sharing
and fun. Often YFs get busy on a work project in the
local area of YM. We are looking forward to a great
mix of business and pleasure, and we hope you will
be there to join us! If you have questions,
comments, or business that need to be taken care
of before Yearly Meeting, please contact either CoClerks:
Rachel
Urban
Shipley
at
zoningviolation@magma.ca or Peter Stevenson at
petercstevenson@telus.net.

The wonderful thing about
faith is that it works.
The wonderful thing about
silence is that it speaks.
The wonderful thing about
peace is that it conquers in
the end.
(Gleanings, 1955)
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TOURISM

CANCELLATION POLICY

Friends may wish to call 1-800-665-0204 for
Winnipeg tourist information and maps. Or visit
www.destinationwinnipeg.ca. There are lots of
interesting things to do in Winnipeg for those with a
bit of extra time. Fort Whyte Centre, not far from
CMU, is a wonderful nature reserve - free admission
if you arrive on a bike. Rainbow Stage, Winnipeg’s
outdoor theatre, will be putting on Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolour Dreamcoat. 2010 has been
designated as Manitoba Homecoming year. Tourist
information and events are available through
www.travelmanitoba.com. And Winnipeg Allowed
Meeting warmly welcomes visitors to worship at 11
am Sunday. We hope you will give us the
opportunity to welcome you to Winnipeg!

Should you need to cancel your registration for
any reason, after the close of the final deadline
(July 30th), CYM will reserve 25% of meal and
lodging costs to pay our host facility.
Programme, facility and pre-gathering retreat
fees will be 100% refunded.
Notice of cancellations must be made ASAP.
No refund if you simply don’t show up!
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VOLUNTEER MINISTRY DESCRIPTIONS
Adult Friend Volunteer Ministry: Miscellaneous jobs up to a maximum of a 2-hour time period.
Bell Hop: Helping Friends with luggage both to and from their rooms (beginning and end of the week).
Committee of Care – CMMC: Serve on a short-term Committee of Care on behalf of Continuing Meeting
of Ministry and Counsel (only during the week of YM session).
Computer Support: Help people navigate the internet or with word processing. Let Programme
Committee (cym-office@quaker.ca) know if you plan to bring any A/V equipment you would be willing to
share.
Correspondence Committee: Tracks list of Friends to be remembered, sets out cards, addresses, and
mails cards at end of week. (Cards, addresses and stamps provided.)
Doorkeeper(s): Hold late-comers at door of Meeting, and shepherd in at an appropriate break, on rota to
be set up by those volunteering.
Epistle Committee: Works on CYM Epistle, up to – and including – Saturday, Aug 21.
Evening Babysitter: Between 7:30 pm and 9:00 pm, Monday to Thursday, is available to parents of very
young children so that they may attend evening events.
Family Night Helper: Enlists and organizes acts for Family Night, may help as emcee.
Medic: Deals with minor issues such as tummy upsets, insect bites, etc., which need attention. First-Aid is
a requirement.
Meetingroom Set-up: Makes sure the major meeting room(s) are set up in appropriate form (rota to be
set up); may be asked to help set up for other events.
Refreshments: Set up/take down drinks & snacks for 4:00 & 9:00 pm breaks, on rota.
Worship Fellowship Leader: Daily after Bible Study leads Worship Fellowship group.
Worship Study Leader: Daily after Bible Study leads Worship Study group.
Youth Program Helper: Works with specific age group(s) under direction of YP Coordinator.
Youth Worship Sharing Leader: Works with Young Friends under direction of YP Coordinator
Young Friends Volunteer Ministry: Assisting with food trays, child care assistance, help with Friends with
mobility issues, etc.
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APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL GRANT
FOR CANADIAN YEARLY MEETING SESSIONS 2010
I wish to apply for a financial grant to attend Canadian Yearly Meeting sessions 2010.
Total Cost of Meals

$ _________________

Total Cost of Lodging

$ _________________

Total Cost of Travel

$ _________________

Less MM support*

$ _________________

Less personal contribution

$_________________ (if able)

Amount requested from CYM

$ _________________ (Maximum $400 for an individual / $600 for a family)

Check if any of the following applies to you:
□ Monthly Meeting delegate
□ Member of YM Ctte (that meets at YM)
□ Young Friend
□ First time attending Yearly Meeting

Name: _______________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________ Email: ________________________________________
* Enclose a copy of the Monthly Meeting minute of support or minute identifying you as a Delegate with
this application.
These guidelines have been developed for use on a trial basis and will be reviewed.
1.

Since a minute is required, it is essential that you approach your Monthly Meeting with your
request as soon as possible. If more than one person in a family is applying, you should discuss
your needs with your Monthly Meeting, remembering that funding comes from the donations of
other Friends.

2.

If your Monthly Meeting does not meet in time for their minute of support to be sent with your
application before the deadline, apply anyway. This will help the office know what demands are
being made on the available funds. Your application will be held until the minute is received.

3.

It is essential that this application be sent to the Yearly Meeting office as soon as possible. The
Treasurer in consultation with the Bookkeeper will determine eligibility and disburse grants as
applications are received.

4.

It is suggested that Friends pay for half their travel costs, if possible.

5.

An individual Friend can apply for an amount up to a maximum of $400; families can apply for an
amount up to a maximum of $600.

6.

Applications must be received in the Yearly Meeting office no later than June 30, 2010.

7.

Late applications will be considered if funds are still available.

8.

Applications cannot be dealt with using the Yearly Meeting credit card.

9.

If you are granted funds and cannot attend the sessions, please let the Yearly Meeting office know
as soon as possible so that the money can be released for another Friend.
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Parental Release Form for all participants in Canadian Yearly Meeting under the age of 18
Canadian Yearly Meeting must seek parental release for all young people ages 0-17 who participate in Canadian
Yearly Meeting sessions. We require that all young people be registered for the entire time they are on campus and
attend the Youth program during its sessions unless with their parent/guardian. Please complete and return the
form(s) with your registration materials. Thank you.
1) Child's name: _____________________________________________

Date of birth: _________________

Health coverage details (name of plan and registration number):
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Conditions or special needs that group leaders/health care providers should know:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
2) Child's name: _____________________________________________

Date of birth: _________________

Health coverage details (name of plan and registration number):
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Conditions or special needs that group leaders/health care providers should know:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
I give permission for my child(ren) to participate in the 2010 sessions of Canadian Yearly Meeting and to participate
in all planned program activities, both on and off campus. I hereby release Canadian Yearly Meeting, its officers,
staff, volunteers and the host facility from all liability for any injury or illness that my child(ren) may experience during
Yearly Meeting sessions.
In the event of an emergency, I hereby authorize Yearly Meeting organizers, or the below-named Guardian to
consent to any medical or surgical care advised by licensed health care providers. I hereby release Canadian Yearly
Meeting and the host facility from any liability, legal or financial, for emergency care provided for my child. I expect to
be informed as soon as possible.
Parent's/Legal Guardian's signature: ____________________________________________________________
Name of Guardian present and on-site during Yearly Meeting session: _________________________________
(If Parent/Legal Guardian is not in attendance.)
Emergency contact person not in attendance at Yearly Meeting session: ________________________________
Tel: ______________________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian: _____________________________________________________________
Signature of on-site Guardian: _________________________________________________________________
(If Parent/Legal Guardian is not accompanying child(ren) to Yearly Meeting.)

** PLEASE PHOTOCOPY THIS FORM IF REQUIRED, FOR ADDITIONAL CHILDREN.
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SCHEDULE
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